
Textbook Task Content Scope Instructions

Math Continue reading the

textbook

"New Math 1 The Door to

Arithmmatic" pp. 3-17

For places you can write directly in your textbook, write in your book. Draw lines and circles.

We will go over everything when school starts, so it's ok if you don't understand. Please try to

follow the following schedule, "13th (mon) p3-5, 14th.(tue) p. 6-9, 15th(wed)p.10-11,

16th(thurs) p. 12-13, 17th (fri) p.14-17

Math/

Language

Arts

Hiragana, Numbers

worksheets

Hiragana, "Ku, he, shi"

Numbers "3, 4, / 5, 6 / 7, 8"

Look at the examples. Write each character carefully paying attention to stroke order.

Textbook Task Content Scope Instructions

Language

Arts

Reading Follow the instructions on your

reading card.

Language

Arts

Kanji Drill 9,10 Write directly in your book.

Language

Arts

Kanji Drill Notebook 7,8,9,10 Please write each character carefully. Look at the backside of the notebook for how to do.

There will be a kanji test at a later date.

Math Math worksheets, 10

sheets

"Let's Express it in Formulas."

"Shapes".

Use the answer sheet to check your answers. If you need to make corrections, use a red

pencil to do so.

Textbook Task Content Scope Instructions

Language

Arts

Kanji Skill 2 Write carefully paying attention to stroke order.

Language

Arts

Kanji Skill Notebook 2 Write carefully until perfect.

Language

Arts

Reading Reading Worksheet 3, 4, 5,

Textbook, "The Woodpecker's

Business", p. 16-18 Scene 1

Read any one every day.

Science Look at the internet

textbook "Many

Mysterious Things."

"Open! The Mysterious Door." Please look over "NHK for school, Many Mysterious Things."

Social

Studies

Use the Electronic

Blackboard materials

"NHK for school, Social

Studies."

Unit 1 "Our City." Please look over the electronic blackboard materials for 3rd and 4th grade  "NHK for school".

Math Continue Reading the

Textbook.

"Multiplication" p. 8-14 Write the answers to the textbook down where you can write them.

Textbook Task Content Scope Instructions

Math Continue reading the

textbook.

Language

Arts

Reading Follow the instructions on your

reading card.

Language

Arts

Kanji Drill 11-14, 17, 18, 21-24 There was a mistake. This week is from 11. My sincerest apologies. Write directly in your

notebook please. Numbers 15, 16, 19, 20 can be done as self-study if you want to do them.

Language

Arts

Kanji Master Notebook. Kanji Drill numbers 12, 13/ 17,

18/ 23, 24 kanji

Write one character at a time in your notebook. Do 3-4 characters per day. Let's write the

character that you can write the best neatly.

Science 1 Read "Seasons and

Living Things." Textbook

2. Look at the zoo in

NHK for school. 2Blank

map of Tokyo. (Write the

names of the villages,

towns, cities, and wards).

1 p. 10-18.

2.Many Mysterious Things 4th

Grade, "Spring has Come."

During the school closure (until 5/6) measure the temperature differences over an hour on one

sunny and one cloudy day, and write about it in your notebook. (Anything is ok.) We will use

this information during our unit on "Differences in Temperatures according to the Weather."

Any range is fine.Some people may not have a thermometer at home. That's fine. Those

people can use a cell phone or TV  to record the temperatures from the news. Please record

the temperatures the following way: 8 a.m., 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 12 a.m., 1 p.m. , 2 p.m., 3

p.m., 4 p.m. After the school closure finishes, 4th graders will observe survey at school.

Social

Studies

1 Prefectures and

Municipalities worksheet

2 sheets each. Complete the assignments while looking at your map leaflets and textbooks. Write in the

answers on the map blanks. For names of places in Tokyo that are difficult to see on the

map,look at pages 2 and 3 of your textbook. I would like 4th graders to remember the names

of all 47 prefectures. We will have tests on the prefecture names regularly.

Math Calculations Hanamaru

Skill

2-4 I will attach the answers. Please check your homework.

Textbook Task Content Scope Instructions

Language

Arts

Kanji Drill 11-14 Write directly in the drill notebook. There will be a test at a later date.

Math Textbook: Calculations

Drill

Textbook p. 1 theme per day.

Practice spelling the months,

dates, and days. Write your

own name using the alphabet.

Do the problems in your textbook.

Social

Sudies

Self-study Examples: The name of the continent, the name of a country and flag on the continent, the

longitude and latitude, territories, main mountain plains, main fields and basins. The main

rivers and lakes will be released at a later study date in the self-study notebook.

English Self-study Please look at the PDF. You can practice pronouncing the vocabulary using the QR code's.

The main textbook will be passed out at a later date.

Textbook Task Content Scope Instructions

Math Continue reading the

textbook.

"The Door to

Learning."Symmetrical Shapes"

p. 2-13

Language

Arts

Kanji Skills Continue from last week until

28.

Write neatly with a brush. This year there won't be a Kanji Skill Notebook. We will use your

regular notebook for dictation.

Social

Studies

Worksheets 3 sheets Read your textbook carefully, and practice. The next time you come to school we will pass out

a review. If you can't print out the worksheet that was uploaded to HP use your main notebook,

and do the homework.

Science Worksheets 3 sheets + 1 sheet review test Read your textbook carefully, and practice. You may use the internet and books, but please

write your reflections in your own words as much as possible. The next time you come to

school we will pass out a review. If you can't print out the worksheet that was uploaded to HP

use your main notebook, and do the homework.

Self-study You decide The same as last week. Look at your "About your 6th Grade School Closure Tasks" handbook

passed out on April 6th. You don't have to do this every day, BUT be careful of how much time

you spend on this. Avoid waiting until the last minute to do this.
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